
GRADUATION WRAPPING PAPER

Wrap up your gifts with Graduation wrapping paper from Zazzle. Great for any occasion! Choose from thousands of
designs or create your own!.

Printed on a 30" 76cm x 72" cm roll of bright white, heavyweight wrapping paper, each of our many available
designs is vibrant, eye-catching, and certain to build anticipation. I got to say exactly what I wanted on the
wrapping paper. Will use this vendor next year for both of my grandson's graduations! Overall I am so very
pleased with the many things I have ordered from 'Personalization Mall. The paper is of excellent quality.
Grad wrap Canada - May 10, See all reviews by this customer So cute to have a wrapping paper that is
personalized for the Graduate!! College Station, TX - May 22, See all reviews by this customer I was very
pleased with the sturdiness of this gift wrap, the size of the single rolled sheet, and the condition in which the
item arrived. Love it!! Whether you're looking to dress up a one-of-a-kind gift for that special individual, or
need a few different designs to differentiate between several giftees, Graphics and More has the wrapping
paper supplies to suit all of your gifting needs. They say you shouldn't judge a book by its cover, but you'll be
more than happy to have your presents judged by theirs with Graphics and More's artful wrapping paper
offerings. See our disclaimer They say you shouldn't judge a book by its cover, but you'll be more than happy
to have your presents judged by theirs with Graphics and More's artful wrapping paper offerings. A Graphics
and More product. Whether you're looking to dress up a one-of-a-kind gift for that special individual, or ne
See More Info Tell us if something is incorrect About This Item We aim to show you accurate product
information. Very pleased with the immediate service and my selections for personalization. No good Hazlet,
NJ - May 13, See all reviews by this customer Paper Is extremely thick and very hard to wrap something as
wrapping paper. Very Good Quality Paper! Touched my heart that she carefully unwrapped the gift so that she
could keep the paper for her memory box. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here, and
we have not verified it. Can't wait til June for my granddaughters graduation. I have never seen such a fast turn
around time. The paper is very very thick and it feels like it will be difficult to wrap something small due to a
problem making a crisp crease in the paper. I have only one concern when it comes time to wrap the gifts I
have. The accuracy of the personalization was the greatest joy of all! Com' for this graduation and the
extremely fast delivery of all items. Really made the gift that much more special!


